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Abstract

Peptide electrophoretic mobilities were measured at different acidic pH in water–2,2,2-trifluoroethanol mixtures. Fit of
experimental mobilities according to binding equations allowed the calculation of peptide C-terminus dissociation constants
and the Stokes radius of the differently protonated forms. Analysis of the data showed that the use of hydro-organic solvents
in capillary electrophoresis offers the following principal advantages: (a) a modification of dissociation constants and Stokes
radii that are strongly dependent upon peptide sequence and that can be conveniently utilised for selectivity manipulation; (b)
an increase of separation performance arising from the stabilisation of particular peptide conformations; (c) a greater
solubility of large apolar peptides with respect to aqueous solutions.  1997 Published by Elsevier Science B.V.
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1. Introduction ber of theoretical plates. Organic solvents strongly
modify both charge and Stokes radius of peptides,

The use of mixed hydro-organic solution as con- adding a chance in manipulation of separation selec-
ductivity media in capillary electrophoresis (CE) is tivity. Sahota and Khaledi [6] established that form-
continuously increasing. In fact, the addition of an amide exhibits the best characteristics with respect to
organic solvent to CE separation buffers can offer other solvents, including methanol and acetonitrile.
various advantages over aqueous media [1–4]. Since Recently, the use of non-aqueous media in capillary
the electric double layer of the capillary wall is electrophoresis was widely reviewed [7]. We have
modified, electroosmosis is greatly reduced [5]. demonstrated that one of the most promising options
Furthermore, the general increase in viscosity re- is the use of 2,2,2-trifluoroethanol (TFE) [8]. This
duces and stabilises the running current and also solvent increases the solubility of apolar peptides.
facilitates heat exchanges, thus improving the num- Moreover, TFE induces stable secondary conforma-

tions in peptides which are otherwise unstructured in
* aqueous solutions, contributing to transitions fromCorresponding author. Tel.: 139-70-300728; fax: 139-70-

340280; e-mail: m.castagnola@uniserv.ccr.rm.cnr.it. random to defined and limited structures [9], with a
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consequent decrease in peak dispersion and improve- 2.2. Methods
ment of CE separation. Furthermore, it is commonly
assumed that TFE forces peptide towards conforma- The electrophoretic runs were performed with a
tions similar to those assumed in membrane environ- coated silica capillary of 56.5 cm (50.0 cm to
ment [10]. An aqueous environment promotes con- detection window)375 mm I.D., at a constant applied
formational rearrangements by mediating hydrogen voltage of 25 kV. The running temperature was 258C.
bond exchange and by inducing dynamics at the The buffer solutions in water as well as in TFE–
solvent exposed surface [11,12]. Consequently, even water (30:70, v /v) mixtures (corresponding to a
minimum-energy conformational states are marginal- 0.0531 molar fraction) were prepared at the desired
ly stable. On the contrary, apolar environments do pH value from stock solutions in order to obtain a
not mediate hydrogen bond exchange or promote final sodium phosphate concentration of 80 mM. The
dynamics and conformational states are stabilised. A measured decrease of pH values in TFE–water
suitable composition is TFE–water (30:70, v /v) [13], (30:70, v /v) mixtures accounted for 0.2460.01. The
in order to exploit these TFE structuring properties. sample solutions were usually prepared from a stock
For this reason we have chosen this concentration as solution ranging between 2–3 mg/ml, diluted with
a reference solution to gain information about the the running buffer in order to obtain a final con-
peptide conformational transition connected to the centration of about 0.2–1.0 mg/ml in sodium phos-
proton loss in hydro-organic media. In fact, the phate concentration of 8.0 mM. The injection was
dependence of electrophoretic mobility on pH can be performed by pressure for 2 s, corresponding to
used to calculate the proton dissociation constants about 5–8 nl. The detection absorbance wavelength
and the Stokes radii of the different protonated was set at 200 nm. Each experimental result is the
peptide forms [14]. The comparison between peptide mean of at least duplicate measurements. Experimen-
behaviours in aqueous and TFE–water solutions can tal electrophoretic mobility values were analysed
be utilised to modify CE selectivity in peptide according to the equations described in the theory
separations. section. The pK values and Stokes radius wereapp

calculated by parametric best fits using minimisation
procedures based on Marquard’s algorithm. The

2. Material and methods error on measurement was assumed as two times the
standard deviation.

2.1. Reagents and instruments

2.3. Theory
All common chemicals used were from Farmitalia-

Carlo Erba (Milan, Italy) or from Merck (Darmstadt, In the absence of electroosmotic flow the ex-
Germany). Standard peptides were purchased from perimental electrophoretic mobility is simply con-
Bachem (Bubendorf, Switzerland) and Serva trolled by the basic equation:
(Heidelberg, Germany). Capillary electrophoretic
separations were performed on a Beckman (Fuller- qZ

]]m 5 (1)ton, CA, USA) PACE system 2100, equipped with a ep 6phrS
Beckman Gold 711 system for automated apparatus

219control and data acquisition. Fused-silica capillaries where q is the electron charge (1.60?10
were provided by Beckman. They were coated with a coulomb), h the solution viscosity, r the StokesS

layer of linear polyacrylamide directly on the electro- radius (i.e. the radius of the sphere equivalent to
phoretic apparatus [15] and coating was stabilised as hydrated peptide) and Z corresponds to the number
previously described [8]. By this coating, at acidic of elementary charges (dimensionless). Thus, electro-
pH values no appreciable electroosmosis was ob- phoretic mobility is simply related to the ratio Z /r .S

served, as acetanilide transit was not observed after For weak electrolytes, such as peptides, the charge
more than 6 h of CE run performed under the and the Stokes radius are affected by running buffer
conditions described in the next section. properties, particularly by proton activity. In a
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solution at high proton activity, i.e. low pH values, the dissociation of single groups, the theoretical
the peptide is quite fully protonated and has a treatment described in Eqs. (4)–(7) can provide a
positive charge approximately equal to the total measurement of dissociation constants and of Stokes
number of the basic groups. radius at different protonation stages [14]. For exam-

(charge)If a generic peptide (X ) having j basic ple, at acidic pH range and for peptides having more
groups and i acidic groups is considered, its dissocia- than one basic group and C-terminus as the only
tion can be described as follows: acidic group (which were defined Class II peptides

[14]) Eqs. (4)–(7) may be simplified as follows:
j j21 2iX → X → ? ? ? → X (2)

K K K1 2 j1i q j 1
]] ] ]]]]m 5 ?F 1obs 6ph r 1 1 K / [H ]Since proton exchange is much faster than the ( j )

1amount of time required for the analysis, electro- j 2 1 K / [H ]
]] ]]]]1 ? (8)phoretic mobility observed at a given pH may be G1r 1 1 K / [H ]( j21)regarded as a means of the mobility of any k

different charged form. Each form contributes with where K is the dissociation constant of the C-ter-
its molar fraction x : minus carboxylic group.k

Eq. (8), upon simple algebraic modification,m 5 m x 1 m x 1 ? ? ? 1 m xobs j j j21 j21 2i 2i
changes into:

k52i

15 O m x (3) q j [H ] j 2 1 Kk k
k5j ]] ] ]]] ]] ]]]m 5 ? 1 ?F G1 1obs 6ph r r[H ] 1 K [H ] 1 K( j ) ( j21)

and from Eqs. (1) and (3):
(9)

k52iq k and, in order to transform it into a function of pH:]] ]m 5 O ? x (4)obs k6ph rSk5j k 2pHq j 10
]] ] ]]]]]m 5 ? ?Fobs 2pH 2pKThe molar fraction of any form can be expressed as a 6ph r 10 1 10( j )

function of proton activity and of dissociation con-
2pKj 2 1 10stants, as follows:

]] ]]]]]1 ? (10)G2pH 2pKr 10 1 10( j21)j2n[X ]
]]]]]]]]]]]x 5j2n j j21 j22 2i Eq. (10) for pH,pK reduces to:[X ] 1 [X ] 1 [X ] 1 ? ? ? 1 [X ]

1 n q jb / [H ]n ]] ]m 5 ? (11)]]]5 (n 5 0, 1, 2, . . . , j 1 i) (5) obs 6ph rP ( j )

where P is the binding polynomial and for pH4pK to:
1 1 2P 5 b 1 b / [H ] 1 b / [H ] 1 ? ? ? q j 2 10 1 2

]] ]]m 5 ? (12)obs1 j1i 6ph r( j21)1 b / [H ] (6)j1i

The following three possibilities may occur, eachand
with different consequences on mobility, as shown in

b 5 1; b 5 K ; b 5 K K ; . . . ;0 1 1 2 1 2 Fig. 1. When r is equal to r Eq. (10) can be( j ) ( j21)

transformed into:
B 5 K K K . . . K (7)j1i 1 2 3 j1i

2pHq j ? 10
]] ]]]]]m 5 ?FEqs. (4)–(7) account for the difference in the Stokes obs 2pH 2pK6phr 10 1 10S

radius of the various charged forms.
2pK10If the peptide is small and the pH modifications ]]]]]1 ( j 2 1) ? (13)G2pH 2pKare restricted to a limited range in order to provide 10 1 10
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The curves corresponding to Eqs. (14) and (16) are
represented in Fig. 1.

The absolute value of the above equation at pH
equal to pK is dependent upon Stokes radius modi-
fications:

≠m
]]U US D≠pH (pH5pK)r

ln (10)q j j 2 1e
]] ]] ] ]]5 ? ? 2S D6ph 4 r rj j21

j j 2 1218 ] ]]5 9.48 ? 10 ? 0.576 ? 2 (17)S Dr rj j21

Fig. 1. pH dependence of mobility values of a generic peptide Paradoxically, if proton loss provides a very strong
˚with a Stokes radius of 8.0 A and C-terminus pK value of 3.00, Stokes radius decrease, mobility modification as a

according to Eq. (10) and corresponding derivatives obtained
function of pH cannot be observed at all.according to Eqs. (14) and (16). Continuous lines correspond to a

The basic Eq. (1) establishes an inverse proportionpeptide Z 12 charged at full saturation that does not change its
between mobility and Stokes radius. The hyperbolicStokes radius by proton loss. Dashed lines correspond to peptides

˚ ˚showing either a 2.0 A decrease or a 2.0 A increase of the Stokes shape of this relationship suggests that beyond a
radius. certain value mobility measurements are not able to

detect Stokes radius transitions deriving from the
proton loss. Namely, the peptide under examinationEq. (13) obviously does not account for Stokes
could be too voluminous in order to appreciate theradius changes. In this case, i.e. at a constant radius,
differences existing between the Stokes radius of thecurve shape is invariable. This is evidenced by the
different protonated forms by mobility measure-derivative of this equation as a function of pH:
ments. This Stokes radius limit can be established

(pH1pK )
≠m q 1 10 assuming that the variation of mobility due to Stokes
]] ]] ] ]]]]]5 2 ? ? ln (10) ?S D e pH pK 2≠pH 6ph r radius variation (namely the partial derivative) withr (10 1 10 )S

respect to the radius itself must be higher than the(14)
detection limit of a peptide CE separation. The

This function assumes the maximum absolute value partial derivative of mobility with respect to the
at pH5pK (when saturation reaches 50%): radius is:

≠m qZln (10)≠m q e ] ]]5 (18)U U]] ]] ]]5 ? 2U US D ≠r 6phr≠pH 6ph 4r S(pH5pK)r SS

240.576218 This function, calculated in water (h58.95?10]]5 9.48 ? 10 ? (15) 22r N s m at 258C) and TFE–water (30:70, v /v) (h5S
24 2213.8?10 N s m at 258C [16]) is reported in Fig.On the contrary, when r is different from r the( j ) ( j21) 2, where the continuous lines correspond to peptidescurve is stretched or compressed (Fig. 1), since the

j21 having a net 12 charge. On the other hand, themobility of X form is either lower or higher than
detection limit can be established assuming a 1%expected, respectively. In these cases, partial deriva-
error on mobility determinations and the possibilitytive of Eq. (10) as a function of pH is: ˚to detect a 0.2 A Stokes radius modification. The

≠m q j j 2 1 detection limit values are also reported in Fig. 2
]] ]] ] ]]5 2 ? 2 ? ln (10)S D S D e≠pH 6ph r r (dashed lines) as a function of the peptide Stokesr j ( j21)

radius. When separations performed in water are(pH1pK )10 considered, the detection limit curve crosses the]]]]]? (16)pH pK 2 ˚(10 1 10 ) derivative at a value of about 21 A. At Stokes radius
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3. Results and discussion

In order to compare the physico-chemical prop-
erties of small peptides in hydro-organic solvents
with those obtained in aqueous solutions and to
avoid differences arising from distinct viscosity
values, the utilisation of the product of mobility by
viscosity is useful. This product can be defined as
‘intrinsic mobility’ (i.e. the analyte electrophoretic
mobility in whatever electrophoretic solution) and its

21 21dimensions are obviously either N V or C m .
24 22The value of water viscosity is 8.95?10 N s m at

258C. The measurements in TFE–water solution
were always performed at 30% (v/v) (correspondingFig. 2. Variation of the electrophoretic mobility due to variations
to a 0.0531 molar fraction) [9,10], since this value isof peptide Stokes radius values (≠m /≠r ) as a function of radiusS

itself. When this function assumes values lower than the detection commonly accepted as the best compromise in order
limit of CE separation (arrows), the conformational transitions to profit of TFE structure-forming capability [13].
linked to the proton loss is not determinable. The detection limit The viscosity value of TFE–water (30:70, v /v)˚was established considering a 1% error on mobility and a 0.02 A 24 22mixture is 13.8?10 N s m at 258C [16]. Further-Stokes radius variation due to the proton loss (dashed lines).

more, in order to respect the limitations imposed by
Eqs. (10) and (19), we have performed the mobility

values greater than this limit, mobility measurements measurements only in acidic pH range using a coated
cannot detect a Stokes radius modification less than capillary. Under these conditions the use of an

˚0.2 A. This limit value obviously increases for opportune marker (acetanilide) ensured that the
˚Stokes radius modification greater than 0.2 A and electroosmotic flow can be considered negligible.

decreases for experimental error greater than 1%. Moreover, at pH values less than 2.2, the current
Furthermore, as shown for the TFE–water curves, instability did not allow reliable results to be ob-
this limit slightly decreases when the viscosity tained. The use of TFE–water mixtures allowed the
increases. All the peptides selected in this study extension of the pH range reaching an apparent pH
displayed a value of Stokes radius which is com- value of about 1.9 pH unity.
prised into the dynamic range both of water and The C-terminus apparent pK values obtained in
TFE–water mixtures. water and TFE–water mixtures are reported in Table

For peptides which have only dissociable C- and 1. Even though the pH measurements in TFE–water
N-terminus (which were defined Class I peptides mixture have not the same meaning of those per-
[14]) the second term of Eq. (10) is zero and the formed in water alone, from the differences of pKapp

equation reduces to: values (Table 1) it can be generalised that Class I
peptides decrease the acidity of the terminal car-

2pHq 1 10 boxylic group, probably for a decrease of solution]] ]] ]]]]]m 5 ? ? (19)obs 2pH 2pK6ph r 10 1 10(11) dielectric constant, whereas Class II peptides in-
crease their acidity probably for increased field effect

The above equation at a pH,pK becomes: of the positively-charged side chains. Namely, the
decrease of dielectric constant provides an increaseq 1

]] ]]m 5 ? (20)obs of the interaction between the proton and carboxylate6ph r(11)
anion, but a contemporaneous increase of the repul-

Eqs. (10) and (19) can be utilised by best fitting sive effect between proton and the positive charges
multiparametric procedures in order to provide a of side-chain basic peptide groups. In agreement
measurement of dissociation constants and peptide with this interpretation, HFRW peptide (a-MSH fr.
Stokes radius. 6–9), which bears two positive side chain charges,
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Table 1
Values of apparent C-terminus dissociation constants of selected
peptides in water and TFE

aPeptide Sequence Class pK (C-term)app

Water TFE

Met-enkephalin YGGFM I 3.52 3.82
Leu-enkephalin YGGFL I 3.69 4.15

YGGF I 3.30 3.62
GGNA I 3.65 3.72
GGQA I 3.67 3.73
GGRA II 2.75 2.41

Bradikinin (fr. 1–5) RPPGF II 2.64 2.28
a-MSH (fr. 6–9) HFRW II 2.77 2.25
a The error on pK determination is always less than 0.02 pHapp

unity. Fig. 3. Value of intrinsic mobility (mh) as a function of apparent
pH for GGRA peptide in water (open symbols) and in TFE–water
(30:70, v /v) (closed symbols). The continuous lines correspond to
the curves obtained by best fitting procedures applying Eq. (10) toshows a pK modification approximately double ofapp
experimental data. Throughout this minimization multiparametricthose observed for GGRA and RPPGF (bradikinin fr.
procedure the determination of Stokes radii at different protona-

1–5) peptides. Due to the high polarity of Class I tion stages and of the C-terminus dissociation constant was
peptides, sensible TFE-induced modification of possible (Tables 1 and 3).
Stokes radii were not observed (Table 2), suggesting
that at TFE–water (30:70, v /v) mixture, water ments performed on Class II peptides clearly showed
molecules bind to peptide preferentially with respect that Stokes radius modifications were strongly con-
to TFE molecules. On the contrary, the measure- nected to peptide sequence (Table 3). The polar

GGRA peptide, similarly to that observed for Class I
peptides, did not modify the Stokes radii of the 12Table 2
and 11 forms (Fig. 3). RPPGF peptide in waterValues of Stokes radii of the protonated form of selected Class I

peptides determined by best fitting procedures according to Eq. showed a Stokes radius decrease, deriving from
˚(19) proton loss, of 1.2 A. This decrease can be attributed

a˚ to the formation of an intramolecular ion pair [14].Peptide Sequence r (A)11

In the TFE–water mixture, the Stokes radius of 12Water TFE
and 11 forms is stabilized and did not change upon

Met-enkephalin YGGFM 8.2 8.2 proton loss (Fig. 4). This puzzling observation could
Leu-enkephalin YGGFL 8.2 8.4

be justified only by performing a conformationalYGGF 7.4 7.4
analysis of this peptide in TFE–water mixtures. TheGGNA 6.0 5.8

GGQA 6.1 6.1 behaviour of HFRW peptide appears to be different
˚a from the other ones. HFRW in water showed a 0.4 AThe error on Stokes radius determination is always less than 0.2

Å. Stokes radius decrease upon proton loss, whereas in

Table 3
Values of Stokes radii of different charged forms of selected Class II peptides determined by best fitting procedures according to Eq. (10)

Peptide Sequence Water TFE
ar r r r r r13 12 11 13 12 11

GGRA 6.2 5.2 6.0 5.2
Bradikinin (fr. 1 5) RPPGF 8.2 7.0 7.3 7.3
a-MSH (fr. 6–9) HFRW 9.4 9.0 9.0 10.5
a ˚The error on Stokes radius determination is always less than 0.2 A.
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erties can be properly utilized for selectivity manipu-
lation. As pointed out in a previous study [14],
peptide CE can be performed in two different pH
regions. The first region corresponds to very acidic
pH values (approximate pH range 2.042.5), where
mobility differences are mainly linked to the differ-
ences of Stokes radius values, since similar peptides
are quite completely proton saturated and have
similar charges. The second region corresponds to
pH values approximately near to pK values (ap-app

proximate pH range 3.243.8), where mobility differ-
ences are principally linked to differences in peptide
dissociation constants which reflect on different
peptide saturation and charges. The middle regionFig. 4. Value of intrinsic mobility (mh) as a function of apparent
(approximate pH range 2.543.2) should be avoidedpH for RPPGF peptide (Bradikinin, fr. 1–5) in water (open
since a change in mobility control can provide lowsymbols) and in TFE–water (30:70, v /v) (closed symbols). The

continuous lines correspond to the curves obtained by best fitting resolution.
procedures applying Eq. (10) to experimental data. Throughout The three Class I enkephalin related peptides
this minimization multiparametric procedure the determination of

illustrate this mobility behaviour in water well [14],Stokes radii at different protonation stages and of the C-terminus
since the differences in dissociation constants pro-dissociation constant was possible (Tables 1 and 3).
vide the best CE separations at pH near to pK values.
The C-terminus pK modification in TFE–waterapp

˚TFE–water mixture showed a 1.5 A Stokes radius solutions can offer a good chance for a further
increase (Fig. 5). This fact should indicate that, after improvement of resolution. The pK of Leu-en-app

the proton loss, several TFE molecules could bind to kephalin in hydro-organic mixture shows an increase
the apolar peptide molecule. more pronounced than those observed for Met-en-

These TFE-induced modifications of peptide prop- kephalin and YGGF peptide. The pK in the TFE–app

water mixture are enhanced, with respect to water
mixtures. Thus, the use of TFE in CE separations
performed at pH near to pK values provides aapp app

sensible increase of resolution (Figs. 6 and 7). At
these pH values the smaller YGGF peptide, accord-
ing to the higher acidity of its C-terminus (Table 1),
shows the lowest mobility. On the contrary, at pH
values corresponding to high saturation, YGGF pep-
tide shows the highest mobility, according to its
dimension.

At variance with enkephalin-related peptides, the
equivalence of the pK of GGNA and GGQAapp

peptides did not allow separation of them at pHapp

values near to the pK . However, at acidic pHapp

values, the two peptides are well separated at theFig. 5. Value of intrinsic mobility (mh) as a function of apparent
pH for HFRW peptide (a-MSH, fr. 6–9) in water (open symbols) baseline both in water and in TFE–water mixture
and in TFE–water (30:70, v /v) (closed symbols). The continuos (Figs. 8 and 9), where the separation is principally
lines correspond to the curves obtained by best fitting procedures connected to Stokes radius difference. In fact, as also
applying Eq. (10) to experimental data. Throughout this minimiza-

mentioned in the theory section, a minimal structuraltion multiparametric procedure the determination of Stokes radii at
difference (–CH ) in small peptides is sufficient fordifferent protonation stages and of the C-terminus dissociation 2

constant was possible (Tables 1 and 3). a baseline separation. In TFE–water mixture the
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Fig. 6. Electropherograms of Met-enkephalin (M; YGGFM), Leu-
enkephalin (L; YGGFL) and YGGF peptide (E) at three different
apparent pH values in TFE–water (30:70, v /v). The mobility of
YGGF is the highest at an apparent pH value of 2.75, due to its
smaller dimension with respect to M and L, whereas it is the
lowest at an apparent pH value of 3.40, due to its more acidic
C-terminus dissociation constant. The best resolution is obtained
at pH near to pK .app

resolution observed (Fig. 9) is sensibly better than
that observed in water (see also Ref. [8]).

Fig. 7. Value of intrinsic mobility (mh) as a function of apparentThe plot of intrinsic mobility versus apparent pH
pH for Met-enkephalin (YGGFM; closed circles), Leu-enkephalinvalues of enkephalin-related peptides in TFE–water
(YGGFL; open circles) and YGGF peptide (open squares) in water

mixture shows an unusual increase at strong acidic (bottom panel) and in TFE–water (30:70, v /v) (top panel). The
pH values (Fig. 7). Unfortunately, due to current continuous lines correspond to the curves obtained by best fitting
instability it is impossible to verify whether or not procedures applying Eq. (19) to experimental data. Throughout

this minimization multiparametric procedure the determination ofthe same event is observable in water solution. The
Stokes radius and of the C-terminus dissociation constant wassimplest interpretation is the presence of an addition-
possible (Tables 1 and 3).

al very acidic proton binding site common to the
three peptides.

The results obtained in TFE–water mixtures with
respect to water solution (Figs. 3–5) clearly show
that the modification of C-terminus dissociation
constants and Stokes radii of Class II peptides are
connected to their sequence. For these reasons the
TFE effect on a particular peptide separation is not
easily predictable a priori. However, for the same
reasons, the use of TFE–water mixtures can provide
a convenient opportunity for selectivity manipula-
tion.

Overall, and as also partially mentioned in previ-
ous studies [8], the advantages of the use of TFE–

Fig. 8. Electropherograms of GGNA and GGQA peptide at twowater mixtures for CE peptide separations can be
different apparent pH values in TFE–water (30:70, v /v). The bestsummarised as follows:
resolution is obtained at very acidic apparent pH values, due to the1. A current lowering that permits better temperature
Stokes radius differences, whereas at pH values near to pKapp appcontrol and extended ranges of ions activities (i.e. the two peptides migrate together due to the very close C-terminus

proton activity) with respect to aqueous solutions. dissociation constants.
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5. A coating stabilisation probably resulting from
decreased hydrolysis processes and wall passiva-
tion [8].

These advantages can be often utilised in order to
manipulate selectivity and performance of particular
peptide CE separations, especially when separation
performed in water alone are not able to provide
satisfactory performance. However, it must be
pointed out that this improvement could not be
obtainable for every peptide separation. In fact, the
TFE-induced peptide modification in several situa-
tions can impair the separation with respect to
electrophoresis in water.
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